


This thesis consists of a full-length screenplay for a feature film. A summary of the screenplay is as 
follows: 

A plucky twelve year old Rosie lives in a homeless tent city with her mother Mary. Mary’s ex-
military, PTSD sufferer and an alcoholic. Rosie keeps Mary safe, until one day Mary enters a 
derelict building and disappears.  

Rosie goes searching for mum. Inside is an eerie underworld - a woman is locked in a loft Rosie 
can’t unlock. On the rooftop Rosie discovers pigeons. Their keeper, Tata, is a mysterious fancier. 
Tata allows Rosie to stay as long as she helps with her pigeons. 

Rosie’s mission is uncovered by Tata’s son Sam - a predatory pimp who keeps women under lock 
and key. He orders Rosie to do as he says. Rosie becomes a cog in a machine of drug trafficking. To 
get the keys she endures Sam’s drunk advances. Rosie finally frees the woman, but it’s not Mary. 
Sam reveals that Mary is dead. 

Tata takes Rosie under her wing. Rosie sets up Sam and he's gone. Things settle, until Tata orders to 
prepare the room for a new captive. Rosie has to decide - return to the streets or accept Tata’s world.  

Rosie chooses to leave, but not before freeing the pigeons and setting their cages on fire.  

The Thesis is framed by an Exegesis, which is a 6000 word essay on the subject of: 

(a) The genre of the Thesis 
(b) The development process from synopsis to second draft 
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